Application of repeated-measures analysis of variance and hierarchical linear model in nursing research.
The aims of this study were to describe how repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the hierarchical linear model (HLM) are used to evaluate intervention effect and to compare these methods, especially in relation to their requirements regarding assumptions, number of repeated measures, completeness of repeated measures, and equal intervals between measurements. Alzheimer's Disease Assessment Scale (ADAS) data sets (101 residents in 14 nursing homes, five times) were analyzed to explain differences between repeated-measures ANOVA and the HLM. More detailed information is available when HLM is used. For example, repeated-measures ANOVA showed that there is a statistically significant difference on overall mean ADAS scores between the married and nonmarried groups. The HLM analysis showed more detailed information; the ADAS score of the married group was higher by 6.4 than that of the nonmarried group on the adjusted average ADAS scores (during the whole data collection period). Repeated-measures ANOVA does not provide results on the within-subject changes with days. The HLM provides the specific conclusion that ADAS scores were increased by the one unit of "days" variable (0.017) when days were included. Hierarchical linear model is a powerful statistical method that can be applied to longitudinal research to evaluate an intervention at multiple levels. The major differences between the repeated-measures ANOVA and the HLM can be summarized as follows: The HLM (a) has less strict assumptions, (b) has more flexible data requirements (dealing with the missing data), and (c) stresses individual change over group differences. More stringent assumptions should be satisfied in repeated-measures ANOVA than in the HLM. The HLM may resolve important statistical issues that have existed in repeated-measures ANOVA. The HLM has more flexible data requirements in that it (a) can be utilized when the measurement data collection points are unequal and (b) may be used when researchers do not have data for all follow-up points, whereas the repeated-measures ANOVA requires a fixed time series design (equal interval, equal number of time points).